ADD 100 TO PART NUMBERS WITHIN THIS BOX TO CORRESPOND TO THE OTHER CHANNELS.

110V FUSE: T 220mA 250V
230V FUSE: T 125mA 250V

110VAC CONNECT A TO A AND C TO C 230VAC CONNECT B TO B

7. 4 INTERSECTING LINES DO NOT CONNECT UNLESS INTERSECTION IS COVERED BY A DOT
6. BYPASS CAPS ARE 1 OR SMALLER
5. ICS ARE JRC 2068D
4. COPYRIGHT © 1971, FENDER MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS CORP.
3. ALL SAMPLES OF FIRST PARTS MUST BE APPROVED BY FENDER R & D BEFORE STARTING PRODUCTION
2. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES.
1. DO NOT SCALE DRAWING.
NOTED: UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE.